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Look at any photograph of the Munich studio that 
David Bielander, Helen Bri  on and Yutaka Minegishi have 
shared since 2002 — what do you see? 

A large crowded and orderly workshop, cabinets 
and drawers fi lled with curiosi  es, three heads bent 
intently over their own benches. For out of this 
communal daily environment — constant discussions, 
intersec  ng rou  nes, music I can only imagine, the fl urry 
of deadlines — come three remarkably dis  nct bodies 
of work. Bielander, Bri  on and Minegishi give the lie to 
the old adage ‘Nothing propinks like propinquity’ which, 
for the record, comes from Ian Fleming’s Diamonds Are 
Forever. (Now throw that thought away).

What do I see? A playground. Where many games 
are taking place, simultaneously. Looking at photos of a 
workshop I’ve not seen in person, there arises unbidden 
a social se   ng I’ve rarely inhabited in recent years, not 
really. Adults are always in playgrounds on suff erance, 
their own and the kids’. What a lost opportunity: for the 
playground is the original space of freedom, the arena of 
many open possibili  es, the locus classicus of fun. This is 
also what I see in Munich: the very intensity with which 
these three ar  sts address their work reminds me that 
the fundamental human drive to make, and to invent, is 
nurtured by the innate desire to play, a desire older even 
than homo sapiens. Hmmm…

As it happens, the idea that play is a defi ning 
aspect of art has fallen out of favour in recent decades. 
That’s a pity. For Homo Ludens (Playing Man), by the 
great Dutch medievalist and cultural theorist Johan 
Huizinga, wri  en in 1938 and later published in various 
edi  ons in English, was a standard aesthe  cs text in the 
1970s.1 The book’s original sub  tle, ‘The Play Element 
of Culture’, and Huizinga’s proposi  on that play was 
essen  al for the development of art and society, was 
a prime candidate at the  me for a comprehensive 
explana  on of art. Conceptual and post-conceptual art 
blew away the philosophers’ hopes for a single unifying 
defi ni  on of ar  s  c work, but Huizinga has returned in 
recent years — and where, in this digital age? In game 
studies, of course.

But back to the studio. Who is playing at what 
game now? On the face of it, Yutaka Minegishi’s rings 
seem perfectly elegant. Sinuous, and contained, they are 
smooth to the touch, sit gentle on the fi nger, and are so 
wonderfully propor  oned that they seem to inhabit one’s 
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hand. Always made of a single substance, each is focused 
on their material, be it wood or jet, which is a fossilised 
wood, or a mammoth tusk, or stones such as agate and 
peerless rock crystal. I have pored over their perfec  on 
for some years, admired the way Minegishi releases the 
innate desire of materials, his persuasiveness of touch. 
But I never no  ced, un  l now, that this faultless precision 
is performed, on occasion, by a straight-faced joker. 

The  tles should have told me: the well-known 
2013 ring made from lignum vitae is known as the Poo 
Ring. Minegishi’s photograph shows him giving it the sniff  
test, but relax, the smell is more like cabbage – the ring 
is made from Australian Acacia cambagei, commonly 
known as gidgee, s  nking wa  le or s  nking gidgee. 
Another ring from the same year, I’m gonna squeeze you, 
is an exquisite miniature lemon-squeezer set in oxidized 
silver, which the jeweller explains is useful ‘if there is  ny 
lemon’.2 Indeed. He said nothing about it being pre-
shrunk, or its Dada heritage, but Duchamp would have 
enjoyed the joke. The Pig Nose ring (2017) has a diff erent 
lineage: it’s made from a semi-precious eosite, used in 
the past, because of its colour, for the diminu  ve pig 
fi gures Germans associate with abundance, and therefore 
good luck. (‘Schwein gehabt’, meaning ‘got lucky there!’ 
translates directly as ‘got pig!’) In some places eosite is 
even called ‘pig stone’, because of the associa  on, and 
Minegishi says ‘I like that history and piggy colour’. 3

 
Of course he does. The Pig Nose ring has all 

Minegishi’s usual suave sensuality, but more than that, 
its mul  ple connota  ons make it seriously funny, even 
funky. The oxymoron always ma  ers, in this Munich 
studio: the idea of serious play, a close rela  ve of the 
seriously amusing, was recently invoked about Helen 
Bri  on’s work by Ted Snell. He wrote about the studio 
as a ‘place for play, serious play, where the rela  onships 
between objects, their histories, their materials, and the 
contexts within which we relate to them are ‘played out’, 
then ‘playfully’ re-organised and ‘re-played’ in various 
scenarios and confi gura  ons.’ 4

Right now, Helen Bri  on’s work is taking me 
to my own Australian childhood, and the invented 
playgrounds of the imagina  on I knew there. To trinkets 
and treasures glimpsed on the dressing tables of exo  c 
aunts or in glass-fronted shop cabinets, with their shiny 
surfaces and dubious stones. To li  le things, odd things, 
found and winkled out of rocks and nooks and crannies, 
the treasures of the focused gaze of childhood that we 
strive to recover. The insouciant coupling on Blue Flower 
Horse (2013), for instance, reminds me of the whimsical 
‘costume jewellery’ lapel-brooches beloved by the aunts, 
but equally of printed horsey fabric, and the Blue Horse 
Nebula. It’s partly silver and diamonds, as it happens, but 
Bri  on’s bowerbird certainty is as happy pu   ng steel, 
plas  c and paint with materials conven  onally considered 
precious because, in the end, whatever takes the bird’s 
eye is most highly prized.

The life of the child she once was is important to 
Helen Bri  on: she speaks about it o  en: the never-ending 
shorelines — sources of wonder that never failed — the 
ghost-trains of the annual show, the great steel yards of 
Newcastle, near where she was born. I see these traces 
most readily because they are ones I share. So while the 
lovely un  tled necklace of 2016 — this  me painted silver 
— might not have been born out of memories of sea-
tossed plas  c fragments found on the sands, it’s Bri  on’s 
curiosity about the overlooked, and the awkward, and the 
just-glimpsed, that comes together, playfully compressed, 
in her portable mini-theatres of the mind. 

David Bielander stages a diff erent game altogether, 
pu   ng into play elaborate forms of misdirec  on. Every 
object is both exactly what it seems to be, and then 
something else again. Tortoise shell (2014), for instance, 
func  ons perfectly as a bowl; it is what is does. Here is a 
Bic biro that is fashioned out of rock crystal, rather than 
plas  c; it is not what it seems, at the same  me as being 
indis  nguishable from all other Bics.  And there you’ll fi nd 
a brace of ‘cardboard’ bracelets, neckpieces, a crown, 
that are pa  nated silver with single white gold staples 
holding each fi c  on together. Bielander says ‘My main 
goal is the misleading. I want to be misunderstood in my 
work, that’s why there isn’t so much style…’5 That’s true, 
in the usual sense of the term. What there is, however, 
is a  en  veness: to the disparate objects that Bielander 
considers, as he toys with our minds. The pa  nated 
silver Paper bag (Wine) of 2016 looks like the real deal, 
un  l one realises that its fl awless mimicry is perfectly 
decep  ve. As he says, ‘That has always been a great 
pleasure, to play with the expecta  on of people.’6 

 
One recent work, one of the most confounding, 

is Rose (2017). A stainless steel rack, purpor  ng to be 
a vase, holds a 21-piece table se   ng of pink porcelain 
plates in the shape of a fl ower. The en  re fl oral off ering 
is demountable: the plates can be used and replaced. 
It’s fragile, it’s palpable, it teeters on the edge of 
improbability, but despite its insistent materiality, Rose is 
nothing more a fi gment of the imagina  on, a found image 
made incarnate. (Here I’m thinking of Gertrude Stein, and 
her imperishable Rose is a rose is a rose, wri  en in 1913, 
though Duchamp’s sexy Rrose Sélavy is not far away.) In 
the end, the willfulness of this fabrica  on is exactly what 
ma  ers. For Bielander is invi  ng us to see the world 
through his eyes. To play his game for a while. 

Three countries, three diff erent languages, at 
least three cultures come together in this par  cular 
playground: it’s an unholy trinity for poten  al mischief 
in the making, under one roof. (Did I men  on that 
Minegishi and Bielander play together in Sasebo, a 
Japanese-Bavarian blues band?) This polyglot mixage, 
this willingness to mash-up with delight and in earnest, 
is surely one golden key to the studio’s success, both 
collec  vely, and for each of the three ar  sts as individual 
prac   oners. For Yutaka Minegishi, Helen Bri  on, and 
David Bielander each brings par  cular gambits to each 
of the others: riffi  ng with diff erence is richly rewarding; 

language nego  a  ons clearly make for their own special 
jokes; and, in the end, I’m be   ng that misunderstanding is 
extremely produc  ve, and in fact o  en far more rewarding, 
than easy understanding.

Now, come on, let’s play!

JULIE EWINGTON
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